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Suhailhafiz98@gmail.com

7200532167

Suhail Hafiz Khan

1516102136

2020

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2015R)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

Machine learning,Big data

None

Data science

Staffs

None

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *
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snekalarajagopal@gmail.com

7871825596

Snekala.R

1516102122

2020

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2015R)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

Python lab
Mathematics 
Software testing

C#
ECE papers

Php advance
Java advance
Python as paper than lab

Evergreen field which never goes down 

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *
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All departments can take place in interviews of  Cse core company's... In which we may get less chance to 
occupy 

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *
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neelashwiz@gmail.com

9790497022

Neelashkumar P

1516102076

2020

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2015R)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

All programming theory and practical papers. 

Full stack lab is so important but, it was in 7th semester. During 7th semester mostly everyone are busy with 
their placements. So if possible, can move full stack lab for previous semester so that students can learn it 
and will be helpful for placement.

If possible combine the theory and practical papers together and make mostly all the classes be practical 
classes. While implementing some concepts, students can learn it's theory part along with implementing it.

Courses related to data engineering, data analyst, virtual reality and augmented reality. 

Lab practical courses. But on the other side, students not utilities that properly.

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *
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Need to reframe the syllabus for theory papers. 

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *

 Forms
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SONA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY:SALEM
(An Autonomous InstItutIon)

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ALUMNI FEEDBACK FORM

We shall be thankful to you and appreciate you, if you spare some of your valuable time to fill-up this feedback form
and give us valuable suggestions for further improvements of teaching learning, department and college. Your valuable
Irjl uts will be of great use to improve the quali of the collegeour academic programs and enhance the credibili
Name of the Alumnus

ranch studied Zoo 5Batchub/PG :
aaa d

P 4 L:+gJ

qR dSI 'L80 6 -
E maII ID
MobIle No

Current Employment/Business/Higher Study Details
OrganIzatIon: DesIgnation/

State/Coun
As a graduate of SONA MECHANICAL, After completion of your B.E-Mechanical Engineering degree you will be able to?

STATEMENTLS.No

Apply basic knowledge of mathematia, science and engineering principles to
solve technical problems.

Design and analyze a system component, or process to meet desired needs in
Mechanical Engineering.

Design a system and conduct experiments to find suitable solution in the field

of mechanical engineering.

Identify, visualize, formulate and solve engineering problems in the field of
mechanical Engineering.

Use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for

engineering practice with appropriate considerations for societal and
environmental constraints.

Apply their fundamental field skills towards the understanding of the impact
of engineering solutions on the society in a global and social context.

1

2

3

4

5

6

lmpart knowledge of contemporary issues about society and environment.7

Apply ethical principles and responsibilities during professionaJ practice.

Function on multi-discipIInarY teams as a team member/leader and create
user friendly environment.
r c modes within

lo I interpersonal, team, and group environments.
Apply the techniques, skills and modern engineering tools necessarY for

11 1 engineering projects.
r ging in lifelong

lz 1 learning.
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SONA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY:SALEM
( An Autonomous Institution)

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ALUMNI FEEDBACK FORM

we shall be thankful to you and appreciate you, if you spare some of your valuable time to fill-up this
feedback form and give us valuable suggestions for further improvements of teaching learning,
department and college. Your valuable inputs will be of great use to improve the quality our academic
programs and enhance the credibil of the college
Name of the Alumnus:
ranch studied vh API)UB/PG -atc

!DOg tqfq @q.wzl£l. CO„VE mail ID
V eq boB toOMobile No,

Current Emplo

ion/CourseDesignOrganization

h t u/mO IA/DIP

As a graduate of SONA MECHANICAL, Where do you place yourself on the following Attributes grid?

ENO

10

r llum and courses helps you
11 1 to lifelong learning?

Mh=ToTMmMenT7Z£?iF
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8aSTATEMENT

How do you rate relevance of the courses in
relation to the program?
How do you rate the curriculum design and
By!!abus prescribed for the _plqglqpm9?
How do you rate the sequence of the courses
included into the programs?
How do you rate the competencies in relation to
the course content?
How do vou rate the seauence of the topics
placed in the course syHat>us?
At what extent curriculum is matched to current
industry trends?
How do you rate the offering of the electives in
re+ation to the techno+WHa+ advancements?
How do you rate the depth and load of course
content including project work?
I are skills
related matching to the Industry included into
the prognrns?
How best the curriculum and courses helps you
to improve your inter and intrapersonal skHls?
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SONA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY:SALEM
{ An Autonomous Institution)

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ALUMNI FEED RACK Fl,IRM

We shall be thankful to you and appreciate you, if you spare some of your valuable time to fill-up this
feedback form and give us valuable suggestions for further improvements of teaching learning,
department and college. Your valuable inputs will be of great use to improve the quality our academic
rograrns and enhance the credit>ii of the college

Name of the Alumnus: S.SI 6
Branch studied UG/PG Uk\ Batch CIo \9– 261 a
E mail ID dbS,Ttttq98C®a

et
iIS bMobile No,

Current Emptoyme1 \ess/HIgher Study DetaIls

Organization

Place:

As a graduate of SONA MECHANICAL, Where do you place yourself on the following Attributes grid?

S.NO
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2
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b

8aSFATEMENT

How do you rate relevance of the courses in
relation to the program?
How do you rate the curriculum design and
syllabus prescribed for the programme?
How do you rate the sequence of the courses
included into the programs?
How do you rate the competencies in relation to
the fa! ! re_a fan+on+?

MdTatFHn;;ae=iof ttil:apics
FRaced in the course sy}labus?
At what extent curriculum is matched to current
industry trends?
How do vou rate the offering of the electives in
relation to the technological advancements?
How do you rate the depth and load of CQurse
content including project work?
How do you rate the courses which are skills

UP

Lr
/
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L/

Dr
t'/

t/
related matching to the Industry included into U'rar ItS?

How best the curriculum and courses helps you
to Improve your inter and intrapersonat skills?

How best the curriculum and courses helps you
to lifelong learning?
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